Application of microarrays in omics technologies enables quantification of many 18 biomolecules simultaneously. It is widely applied to observe the positive or negative effect 19 on biomolecule activity in perturbed versus the steady state by quantitative comparison.
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68 69 There are seven main steps in the workflow: 'DATA INPUT' (S1 File, p. 8-13), 70 'QUALITY CONTROL' & 'FILTERING' (S1 File, p. 14), 'NORMALIZATION' (S1 File, p. 15), 'BATCH 71 CORRECTION & ANNOTATION' (S1 File, p. 20-29), and 'DIFFERENTIAL ANALYSIS' (S1 File, p.
72 30-31).
73 eUTOPIA requires that user provides a detailed phenotype information file (S2 File) 74 with all biological and technical variables of the samples in the experiment.
75
A quality control report can be generated from microarray raw data by affyQCReport 76 R package [4] , yaqcaffy R package [5] , arrayQualityMetrics R package [6] , or shinyMethyl R 77 package [7] , depending on the microarray platform. It is essential that poor quality probes 78 from the experimental data are omitted prior data normalization. In the gene expression 79 specific platforms, this is accomplished by estimating the robustness of probe signals against 80 the background (negative control probes 
146
The quality control of the raw data is performed with the arrayQualityMetrics R 147 package. The quality report represents the distribution of intensities in arrays, the 148 comparison between arrays (Fig 2) , individual array quality, and it also reports outliers.
149 In Fig 2A, array 10 Normalization is performed by using the quantile method for between-array 169 normalization. The normalized data can be observed by the representation of expression 170 values as box plot, density plot, and mean difference plot (MDplot) (Fig 3) .
171
The difference in the distribution of expression values in different arrays can be 172 observed in the box plot before normalization ( Fig 3A) , suggesting the need for adjustment 173 of the distributions for fair comparison across the set of arrays. The distribution of 174 expression values is harmonious across the arrays in the box plot after normalization with 175 the quantile method ( Fig 3B) .
176
The difference in the distribution of expression values from individual channels of 177 different arrays can be observed from the smoothed curves in the density plot ( Fig 3C) 178 before correction. Only a single smoothed curve is visible in the density plot after 179 normalization ( Fig 3D) since the channels from all arrays have the same distribution of 180 expression values as a result of quantile normalization.
181
The larger scale of log-2 ratios (M-values on the y-axis) observed in the MDplot 182 before normalization ( Fig 3E) shows that the data points are farther away from zero log2 183 expression ratio, suggesting bias. The average log2 expression values also have a large scale 184 (x-axis) before normalization. The smaller scale of M-value (y-axis) observed in the MDplot 185 after normalization ( Fig 3F) shows that data points are much closer to zero log2 expression
